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Low-temperature CO oxidation over Au/oxides attracts alot of interest for its industrial and scientific im-
portance. To date, it remains controversial where it occurs. Recently, Chen and Goodman suggested the
reaction can occur on Au itself from their experiment of CO oxidation over Au/TiOx /Mo�112�. Here, using ab
initio thermodynamic calculations we determined the chemical stoichiometry of the TiOx film as TiO3 and
resolved the geometrical structure of the TiO3 and the subsequent Au films. The segregation is revealed to be
favored upon Au deposition/annealing on the TiO3/Mo�112�. The interface between Au and TiO3 that is
supported on Mo�112� is identified as the only reaction site. The superior reactivity of a “two-layer Au film”
is then rationalized.
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Since the discovery of the catalytic ability of Au,1 consid-
erable efforts have been devoted to reveal the catalytic
mechanism.2–14 Among the most intriguing features, one
must rank the so-called two-layer Au reactivity, first reported
by Valden et al.2 They discovered that in CO oxidation on
Au/TiO2�110� the two-layer Au particles are the most active,
not the one- or multilayer Au. Experimentally, the high ac-
tivity of Au particles at particular sizes was attributed to
several possible reasons, such as the quantum size effect, the
activity of low-coordinated Au, and the synergetic effect oc-
curring at the interface.1–7 Using density functional theory
�DFT� calculations, CO oxidation over Au/TiO2 were stud-
ied and the Au/oxide interface was found to be essential for
O2 activation.8–13 More recently, Chen and Goodman con-
ducted a new experiment for CO oxidation over Au film on
an elegantly prepared TiOx /Mo�112�.8,9 Their results imply
that CO oxidation can occur on Au without involving an
Au/oxide interface.

The new experiment of Chen and Goodman is briefly
summarized here �more details can be found in Refs. 8 and
9�. Under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions, a TiOx thin film on
Mo�112� can be synthesized by either annealing a TiOx /SiOx
mixed layer or repeatedly depositing/annealing TiOx on
Mo�112� to 1400 K. The prepared TiOx film exhibits a p�8
�2� low-energy electron diffraction �LEED� pattern and the
oxidation state of Ti is suggested to be Ti3+. By depositing
Au onto the TiOx /Mo�112� followed by annealing at 900 K,
a structure with a clear p�1�1� LEED pattern is obtained.
This LEED pattern is attributed to 1 ML Au on
TiOx /Mo�112� based on Auger signals. With the increase of
Au coverage, a new LEED pattern, p�1�3�, is observed,
which is assigned to a two-layer Au film. CO oxidation was
then performed on the �1�1� phase and the �1�3� phase. It
was found that CO oxidation on the �1�3� phase is signifi-
cantly faster than on the �1�1� phase and also 45 times
faster than on the Au/TiO2.4,8

For its extraordinary catalytic ability, the Au/TiOx /
Mo�112� surface itself warrant further detailed studies. On
the other hand, the experiment seems to be contradictory to
the results of previous DFT studies10–13 and some experi-

mental views,1–3,14 in which the Au/oxide interface is sug-
gested to be reaction sites. Although other possibilities may
contribute to reconcile the inconsistency,8 so far none of the
speculations can be confirmed because the atomic structures
of the TiOx film and the Au films are not resolved.

Although ab initio theoretical calculation would be an
ideal approach to validate the above speculations, three ma-
jor difficulties have to first be considered in hunting for the
structure of TiOx /Mo�112�. �i� The system is a large metallic
system with a simulation cell of at least p�8�2� Mo�112�
according to experiment, which typically contains more than
60 metal atoms; �ii� the chemical stoichiometry of TiOx �the
value of x� is entirely unknown; �iii� the annealing tempera-
ture and the O2 partial pressure are crucial. The recently-
developed ab initio thermodynamics method15,16 on the basis
of parallel density functional theory calculation, such as that
implemented in the SIESTA package used here, provides a
good chance to solve this type of problem.11 To further speed
up calculations, here the Kohn-Sham equation is solved by
an iterative parallel diagonalization method that utilizes the
SCALAPACK17 subroutine pdsygvx with a two-dimensional
block cyclically distributed matrix. Because a �-point calcu-
lation is much faster in parallel SIESTA, the Mo�112� surface
of TiOx /Mo�112� is routinely modeled by a four layer �8
�2� unit cell �21.87�8.93 Å� with its top two-layers fully
relaxed, and the final energy is obtained using the double-
sized cell, i.e., �8�4� �21.87�17.86 Å�. The other details of
calculation setup in SIESTA are described in Ref. 18.

As the growth of the TiOx film on Mo�112� is
self-limited,9 the obtained TiOx film should be the most fa-
vored structure thermodynamically. At the thermodynamic
equilibrium the chemical potential of elements, ��Ti�, ��O�,
and ��Mo�, are the same everywhere in the system. Accord-
ingly, we have used the following procedure to determine the
structure of TiOx on Mo�112� at the �T , p�. Hereafter T and
p are 1400 K and po2=1.3�10−11 atm �1�10−8 torr�,
respectively.8

�i� ��O� is pinned by that of the gas phase O2. As ��O�
=1/2��O2�, it can be first calculated. With the thermody-
namic equations and the tabulated thermodynamic data �the
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derivation procedure was described in our previous paper,
Ref. 13�, ��O� at the �T , p� is calculated to be 3.13 eV lower
than that of O in O2 at 0 K:

��O� = − 3.13 + 1/2Etot�O2� , �1�

where Etot�O2� is the DFT total energy of O2 at 0 K with the
zero-point energy included.

�ii� To know the possible form of Ti oxide bulk, TiO2 or
Ti2O3, which may coexist with the TiOx film, we can calcu-
late the Gibbs free energy change �G of TiO2�bulk�→1/2
Ti2O3�bulk�+1/4 O2�gas� at the �T , p�.

�G � 1/2Etot�Ti2O3� + 1/2��O� − Etot�TiO2� . �2�

For the solid states, the DFT-calculated total energy, Etot
�strictly speaking, the Helmholtz free energy at 0 K and ne-
glecting zero-point vibrations�, is used to represent the cor-
responding Gibbs free energy at finite T and p. This approxi-
mation is justified because the corresponding corrections that
enter into G�T , p� are small �see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 16�. From
Eqs. �1� and �2�, �G is calculated to be +0.38 eV �endother-
mic�. Therefore, TiO2 is the most stable form of Ti oxide
bulk at the �T , p�.

�iii� Next, we guess for a TiOx structure on Mo�112� and
optimize its structure to get the total energy,
Etot�TiOx /Mo�112��. The stability of such a TiOx film on
Mo�112� can be measured from the �Gf of the reaction,
Mo�112�+nTiO2�bulk�+n�x−2� /2 O2�g�→nTiOx /Mo�112�:

�Gf = 1/n�Etot�nTiOx/Mo�112�� − Etot�Mo�112��

− nEtot�TiO2� − n�x − 2���O�� , �3�

where n is the number of TiOx per Mo�112� unit cell mod-
eled. Combine Eqs. �1� and �3�, and �Gf can be calculated
from DFT. According to Eq. �3�, a TiOx film is existing only
when �Gf �0 and the lowest �Gf corresponds to the most
stable TiOx film. It should be mentioned that for promising
structures �low �Gf� additional simulation with a Nose ther-
mostat molecular dynamics �MD� �1000 K, 1 fs/step, 500–
1000 steps� is performed to avoid trapping in local minima.
Generally, we found a MD simulation is rather essential for
complex structures.

Using the above procedure we investigated a large num-
ber of TiOx films, where the x value is varied from 1 to 4 and
the convergence �Ti �Ti:Motop layer� is varied from 0.44
�7/16� to 3 ML. Table I listed the �Gf of the most stable
configurations at selected x and �Ti values. A structure with
the highest stability is discovered, that is, 0.44 ML TiO3 on
Mo�112�. As TiO3 contains even more oxygen than TiO2
bulk, it is indicated that surface Mo atoms do provide coor-
dinations to the excess O atoms since Ti does not exhibit
oxidation states more than +4 in nature. The presence of an
O-Mo bond also explains the repulsive interaction between
TiOx at high �Ti as implied from Table I due to the so-called
bonding competition effect.16

Three TiOx films in Table I that represent the most stable
configurations of x	2 might be of most interest. The struc-
tures of TiO2.5, TiO3 and TiO4, are highlighted in Figs.
1�a�–1�c�, respectively. The TiO2.5 �Ti14O35 per p�8�2� unit
cell� film is built from TiO4 tetrahedrons that forms a ring-

by-ring structure directly above one of every two troughs of
Mo�112�. Each ring contains four TiO4 tetrahedrons and ev-
ery eight Mo atoms accommodate seven TiO4 tetrahedrons
due to the surface stress along the x direction. The TiO3 film
is composed of separated �-O-TiO2-O-� rows, each row oc-
cupying one of every two trenches of Mo�112�. It has a
p�8�2� periodicity with every 8 Mo surface atoms holding
7 TiO4 units. The TiO4 film covers the whole Mo surface
with separated TiO4 units that arrange in the c�2�2� peri-
odicity. Among the three structures, only the most stable
TiO3 film appears to be consistent with the LEED pattern
�p�8�2��8 and the STM observation that shows rows with
alternated protrusion and depression.9 As further proof, the
vibrational frequencies at the � point of the three films have
also been calculated by the finite-displacement technique and
the modes with the dynamic dipole moment normal to sur-
face were selected. In line with the energetics, we found that
the TiO3 film exhibits a Ti-O-Ti mode 82.9 meV, very close
to the experimental value 84 meV,9 while the TiO2.5 and
TiO4 are at 97.9 meV �Ti-O-Ti mode� and 81.1 �Ti-O-Mo
mode� meV, respectively.

TABLE I. Calculated energetics ��Gf, unit: eV� and periodicity
of selected TiOx films on Mo�112� at 1400 K, pO2=1�10−8 torr.

x �O:Ti� �Ti �Gf Periodicity

1 1 0.74 p�1�1�
1.5 2 0.38 p�1�1�
1.5 1 0.18 p�1�2�
1.94 1 −0.23 p�8�2�

2 0.5 −0.99 p�1�2�
2 1 −0.29 p�1�2�

2.5 1 −0.71 p�8�2�
2.5 2 −0.06 p�1�1�
2.5 0.88 −0.80 p�8�2�
3 0.5 −1.32 p�1�2�
3 0.44 −1.66 p�8�2�
3 1 −0.28 p�1�1�
4 0.5 −0.17 c�2�2�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Top and side view of the �a� TiO2.5, �b�
TiO3, �c� TiO4 films �see Table I�. The right-hand frames collect the
structures after Au deposition/annealing on �b�, namely �d,d�� the
TiO3 phase, �e,f� the Au phases, and �g, h� the interfaces.
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Having characterized the TiOx film, the next step is to
understand how Au grows on it. Immediately, we realized
that Au directly growing on top of the TiO3 film can achieve
neither a p�1�1� nor a p�1�3� structure. Thus, we specu-
lated that the TiO3 film may undergo reconstruction. To test
this, we took one Au atom as a probe and optimized this Au
adatom on a clean Mo�112� and on the TiO3/Mo�112�. It
was found that the Au atom adsorbs most strongly on the
clean Mo�112� �Ead�Au�=4.03 eV, this is much stronger than
the Au cohesive energy, 3.2 eV from our DFT�, while its
adsorption energies on the TiO3/Mo�112� are much smaller,
i.e., 3.39 eV in the unoccupied trench of TiO3/Mo�112� and
1.25 eV on the exposed O of the TiO3 film. This implies that
a surface reconstruction to expose clean Mo�112� might be
favored upon Au deposition.

Along this line, we have proposed a picture for Au growth
on TiO3/Mo�112�. With Au deposition, the original TiO3

film may start to condense into a close-packed TiO3 film,
which can gradually expose clean Mo�112� surface sites �a
complete condensation would provide 1–7/16=0.56 ML
free surface sites�. This process is endothermic. This close-
packed TiO3 film has a �1�1� periodicity, as depicted in Fig.
1�d�, and the Ti is fivefold, very similar to the surface Ti in
TiO2�110�. At the mean time, Au can grow on the open
Mo�112� epitaxially. This latter process is exothermic. In or-
der to find out at what Au coverage the reconstruction could
happen, we calculated the overall energy profile for Au ad-
sorption on the unreconstructed and the reconstructed sur-
faces, as shown in Fig. 2, where the total energy gain �EAu� is
plotted against Au coverage. Generally, the EAu is calculated
using:

EAu = − �Ti�Gf − �Ti
rec�Gf

rec +� Ead
diffd�Au

� − �Ti�Gf − �Ti
rec�Gf

rec + 	 Ead
quasi-diff��Au, �4�

where �Gf and �Gf
rec are the same as that in Table I except

the temperature is now 900 K at annealing for the two TiO3
phases. At 900 K, �Gf is calculated to be −2.85 eV for the
unreconstructed TiO3 �note: −1.66 eV in Table I is at

1400 K� and �Gf
rec is −1.32 eV for the reconstructed TiO3.

Ead
diff is the differential adsorption energy of Au. Because

Ead
diff is not easily obtainable in periodic DFT calculations,

we, instead, adopted its computable approximation, namely
quasidifferential adsorption energy Ead

quasi-diff=Ead
�� /��Au

where Ead
�� is the integral adsorption energy of the nth ��Au

ML Au atoms on the �n-1�th ��Au covered surface �n
=1,2 , . . . . �.16 Obviously, when ��Au goes to infinitely small,
Ead

quasi-diff=Ead
diff. It should be mentioned that in calculating

EAu for Au adsorption on the reconstructed surface �Fig. 2�,
the variation of local Au coverages is allowed. In particular,
we found that below 1.13 ML Au coverage, �1�1� 2 ML Au
on Mo�112� are always preferred with the surface consisting
of Au domains, unconstructed TiO3 domains, and condensed
TiO3 domains.

Figure 2 shows clearly a crossing point at Au coverage
around 0.7 ML. Above this coverage, the reconstructed phase
starts to win over the unreconstructed one. Furthermore, the
�1�1� Au/TiOx /Mo phase observed corresponds to 
1.31
�0.56�2� ML of Au �in fact from 0.7 ML �1�1� pattern can
appear if the kinetic is not a problem�; the �1�3� phase
corresponds to 
1.69 �=0.56�3� ML. The structures and
the resulting interfaces are shown in Figs. 1�e�–1�h�. Our
results indicate that the experimentally observed LEED pat-
tern after the Au deposition is originated from a Au/Mo�112�
rather than an Au/TiOx /Mo�112� and the “one- and two-
layer Au phases”8 have in fact two and three layers of Au,
respectively. It should be noticed that the �1�1� Au phase
here consists of 2 ML Au domains and condensed TiO3 do-
mains with no Mo exposed, which is different from a freshly
prepared 1 ML Au/Mo�112� that also exhibits a �1�1�
LEED pattern at RT.8 The latter one loses �1�1� pattern
after annealing to 900 K at pO2=10−8 torr,8 which can be
explained as the exposed Mo �second layer� on the 1 ML
Au/Mo�112� can dissociate O2 and the O atoms compete
with Au for surface Mo sites.

By introducing CO and O2 onto the Au/TiO3/Mo�112�,
we further investigated the catalytic activity for CO oxida-
tion. The O2 adsorption on the individual phases was first
studied. It was found that O2 only weakly adsorbs on the
segregated phases, 0.34 eV on the TiO3 phase, and 0.13 and
0.16 eV on the two Au phases. Such low adsorption ability
of O2 is unlikely to account for the room temperature CO
oxidation activity. Thus, we turned to the interfaces �Figs.
1�g� and 1�h��. Our simulation cell used for the interfaces is
�4�4� �10.9�17.8 Å�, which is evenly divided into a TiO3

region and an Au region, each occupying a �4�2� area. We
found O2 adsorption is much enhanced at the interfaces: 1.78
and 1.66 eV for the �1�1� and �1�3� interfaces, respec-
tively. In both cases, O2 adsorbs at the top of a five-fold Ti at
the interface with additional bonding with the nearby Au.

Then, the CO+O2 reaction at the interfaces was calcu-
lated and the transition states were located using the con-
strained minimization technique.10–12 It was found that the
CO can react with O2 easily at both interfaces and the reac-
tion barriers in the processes are all below 0.1 eV. The reac-
tion pathway of the CO+O2 reaction is similar to that iden-
tified previously11 and thus is only briefly described here. At
the initial state, CO adsorbs on edge Au atoms at the inter-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Plot of EAu �eV� against Au coverage
�ML�, showing the energy gain of Au growth on the unrecon-
structed �Fig. 1�b�� and reconstructed �Fig. 1�d�� TiO3/Mo�112�.
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faces: Ead�CO� is 0.57, 0.80 eV for the �1�1� and �1�3�
phases, respectively. The CO can react with O2 through a
bimolecular mechanism. The located transition states �TS� at
the two interfaces are illustrated in Fig. 3. At the �1�1�
interface, the CO2 and O are directly produced after the TS.
In contrast, at the �1�3� interface a metastable COO2 com-
plex is formed right after the TS, which then decomposes
into CO2 and an adsorbed O atom. In the final step, another
coming CO reacts off the adsorbed O atom to form a second
CO2.

Once we combine thermodynamics and DFT calculations,
we found that the Au/TiO3 interfaces are the only active site
for CO oxidation, agreeing with our earlier DFT study for
CO oxidation on the Au/Ti�110�.11 As the reaction barriers
calculated are very low, it is expected that the other factors,
such as the pre-exponential factor, the concentration of inter-
face sites, and the coverage of O2 and CO at the interfaces,
should play the determining role in the reaction rate. Consid-

ering that the reaction rate is measured at room temperatures
experimentally, the lower adsorption energy of CO at the
�1�1� interface �0.57 eV� compared to that at the �1�3�
�0.80 eV� could be the key as to why the �1�3� phase is
much more active. From a simple adsorption-desorption ki-
netics, it can be estimated that the CO concentration at the
�1�3� interface is three orders of magnitude larger than
�1�1� at 300 K.

To recap, this work represents the first attempt to deter-
mine the reaction site of CO oxidation on a specific new
Au/TiOx /Mo�112� model catalyst with close relevance to
the important field of Au nanocatalysis. Our major finding is
that segregation is favored at the stage of Au deposition/
annealing on the identified TiO3/Mo�112�. We show that
both Au and TiO3 bond very strongly on Mo�112�, and the
interfaces between the supported Au and the supported TiO3
are the active sites for CO oxidation. Through this surprising
architecture, namely, Au plus oxide on a metal, both the high
stability �the Au sintering is unlikely as the Au-Mo bonding
is much stronger than Au-Au� and the high reactivity can be
achieved. The extraordinary activity of the “two-layer Au
phase” in Au/TiOx /Mo�112� is also rationalized.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� CO+O2 transition states at the �1�1�
interface �left� and the �1�3� interface �right�.
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